
Swallows and Amazons – Chapter 5 – Answers 

Vocabulary: 

1. Swilled in the lake 

2. Hollow 

3. Heather or pine (tree) 

4. Without being seen by anyone 

 

1. Doesn’t talk to anyone. Doesn’t communicate with anyone. 

2. Really expensive. 

3. A boat that someone can live in. 

4. Strong person 

 

Inference: 

These answers are just examples – you simply need two pieces of evidence that match the question. 

1. Titty – makes up a strange language, calls people natives, calls Mr. Turner a pirate. 

2. John – wants to make a light house to guide the boat in at night, wants a signal in case anyone is in danger. 

3. John – he can sail the boat if they need to leave, he thinks about safety things like a lighthouse to guide the 

boat in at night. 

Susan – she can cook so we could eat, she keeps checking on the camp so everyone has somewhere 

comfortable to sleep 

4. Roger – he is the youngest and doesn’t do the sailing or the cooking so might get bored 

Susan – she likes cooking and they only have a fire and few things to cook with, she likes to have comfy 

beds and it might get uncomfortable when it rains 

5. Titty – she has a great imagination and will make up stories about the pirate, she joins in with the jobs like 

the washing up so will have plenty to do 

John – he gets the opportunity to be in charge as he is the captain and tells everyone what to do, he is good 

at solving problems like having a light house for when they are out in the boat at night, he doesn’t worry 

about the things they have forgotten such as the fishing rods and simply says they can collect them the 

next day 

Predict: 

Anything that is linked to the text .e.g. 

The children might get to know him and find out about the expensive things on his boat. 

The children might make friends with the parrot and then with Mr Turner and find out the secrets he is hiding from 

everyone. 

Mr Turner’s nieces might turn up and annoy Mr Turner and the children might help him out.  

 

Explain: 

1. Because they are pretending that Titty is an explorer and the mother is a native who speaks a different 

language to the children. 

2. They will sail the boat to a nearby farm (Dixon’s Farm) every day to get milk and they can ask their mother 

or Mr Jackson (from Holly Howe Farm) for other food (provisions) when they want them.  

3. Susan is doing the cooking and Susan and Titty are doing the washing up. John and Roger are the look outs 

and will probably do the fishing. The children all look after their own tents. 

4. He wants any of the children to be able to raise a flag as a signal that they need help. This will be useful if 

two of the children are in the boat and the other are on the island and anyone else lands on the island. He 

also wants to be able to hang a lantern from the tree at night so that the children can guide their boat into 

the safe landing place at night.  



Retrieve: 

1. A note saying, “If not duffers, won’t drown.” 

2. Evening / just before dark 

3. In a rowing boat / Mr Jackson rowed her in his boat 

4. On a tin box in the middle of the tent 

5. Susan 

6. The head of the island / the look-out place under the tall pine 

7. Half an hour 

8. The lake lapping on the rocks 

9. The children’s mother 

10. A few moments 

Summarise: 

The most important points are those in bold. These must be in your answer. The other points might be in your 

answer.  

John thinks about ways of keeping safe on the island. 

The children’s mother and Mr Jackson bring the children supplies and tell the children how to access more food 

and supplies. 

The children find a bit of information about the ‘pirate’.  

The children spend their first night on the island.  


